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Gathering information
One important aspect of all market surveillance activities based on Best practices techniques in MS (PROSAFE project supported by EC)

To ensure:

- The proper data are recorded what was the resulting measure in a specific case
- Using previous experience with the specific case & specific or similar products & experience with the specific manufacturer or importer
- Statistical results from the project
- Impact did the project have on safety
- Monitoring and analysis of achievement in the past year
- Monitoring of implementation the strategy & make correction if needed
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Guidelines for straightening MSA in the Republic of Serbia (2010-2014)

- Development and Implementation Management Information System based on Best practices in Market Surveillance
  - MI/MIS
  - NEPRO Plus
  - Interface: RAPEX & ICSMS

- Supported by EU funded Project with national co-financing (IPA 2010)
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In 2014, It was started development of the software such as presented during the previous session
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* Databases & Management Information System & National RAPEX (NEPRO)& SEE MS Network
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

- Provide information about measures taken to remove dangerous or non-compliant products

- Provide information about products that are not compliant with legislation and therefore might be dangerous

- Facilitate communications between Market Surveillance Authorities and Customs Authorities

- Interface with RAPEX and ICSMS

- Facilitate communications with stakeholders
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INES-Software for Enforcement of IPR

In the Republic of Serbia

- Used by Customs Administration
- Developed and upgraded for Market Inspectorate (EU funded Project-TWC IPA 2011-Enforcement of IPR)
- Integrated into Market Inspection Management Information System
INES-Software for Enforcement of IPR

In the Western Balkan Region used by several Customs Administrations
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INES-Enforcement tool

Provide:

- Data on application for action
- Technical details important for Market Inspectors in the field (MI MIS)
- Generate Information (NOTICE) to the applicant (IP Right Holder)
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INES-Enforcement tool

Provide:

- Monitoring the procedures until the final decision and final action in accordance with the court decision (destruction of counterfeit and pirated goods or release of the goods)

- Notify all stakeholders
MARKET SURVEILLANCE NETWORK
CONTACT POINTS NETWORK
NETWORK BENEFITS

Management Information System, National RAPEX and New System for Intellectual Property Rights/INES plus Facillitate communication between Market Surveillance Authorities, other Enforcement Authorities and National and Regional contact points in the field with the benefits for exchange information and operating mode
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